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QUESTION 1

The default file system includes a logFiles directory that contains the following files: log ?Jan2009 log_01_2010
log_Feb2010 log_Feb2011 log-sum-2012 How many files the matcher in this fragment match? 

PathMatcher matcher = FileSystems.getDefault ().getPathMatcher ("glob:???_*1"); 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four 

E. Five 

F. Six 

Correct Answer: A 

The glob pattern is: any three characters, followed by _ ,followed by any number of characters, and ending with a 1. 

Only log_Feb2011 matches this pattern. 

Note: 

You can use glob syntax to specify pattern-matching behavior. 

A glob pattern is specified as a string and is matched against other strings, such as directory or file names. Glob syntax
follows several simple rules: 

*

 An asterisk, *, matches any number of characters (including none). ** Two asterisks, **, works like * but crosses
directory boundaries. This syntax is generally used for matching complete paths. 

*

 A 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the error message when running you application: 

Exception in thread "main" java.util.MissingResourceException: can\\'t find bundle for base name messageBundle,
Locale 

And given that the Message Bundle.properties file has been created, exists on your disk, and is properly formatted. 

What is the cause of the error message? 

A. The file is not in the environment PATH. 
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B. The file is not in the CLASSPATH. 

C. The file is not in the JJAVAPATH. 

D. You cannot use a file to store a ResourceBundle. 

Correct Answer: C 

Your language file should be in the classpath. 

 

QUESTION 3

Given this code fragment: 

ResultSet rs = null; 

try (Connection conn = DriverManager. getConnection (url) ) 

{ Statement stmt = conn.createStatement(); 

rs stmt.executeQuery(query); 

//-.. other methods } 

} catch (SQLException se) 

{ System.out.println ("Error"); 

} 

Which object is valid after the try block runs? 

A. The Connection object only 

B. The Statement object only 

C. The Result set object only 

D. The Statement and Result Set object only 

E. The connection, statement, and ResultSet objects 

F. Neither the Connection, Statement, nor ResultSet objects 

Correct Answer: C 

Generally, JavaScript has just 2 levels of scope: global and function. But, try/catch is an exception (no punn intended).
When an exception is thrown and the exception object gets a variable assigned to it, that object variable is only
available within the "catch" section and is destroyed as soon as the catch completes. 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following incorrect program: 
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class MyTask extends RecursiveTask { 

final int low; 

final int high; 

static final int THRESHOLD = /* . . . */ 

MyTask (int low, int high) { this.low = low; this.high = high; } 

Integer computeDirectly()/* . . . */ 

protected void compute() { 

if (high ?low
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